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1. Introduction. In a recent paper [6] the author discussed arithmetic

functions defined on residue class rings in the rational field. The basic ideas

of that paper were later extended to the case of algebraic fields [7]. Arith-

metic functions in the algebraic case were defined as follows:

Let F be a finite extension of the rational field and let A be an arbitrary

integral ideal (A ?¿0) of F. If K is an arbitrary fixed field of characteristic

zero containing all the roots of unity, then we say that a single-valued func-

tion/is (A, K) arithmetic if, for all integers ßGF,f(ß)GK and f(ß) =f(ß')

when ß=ß' (mod A).

Denoting the ideal different of F by b, we choose an integral ideal B such

that (B, A) = l and Ç = B/Ab is principal. (This may be accomplished by

choosing B to be any ideal prime to A lying in the same ideal class as Ab.)

Then we define a function e,(j3) for integral values of the argument ß by

(1.1) t,(ß) = •■•**««»,

where v is an arbitrary integer of F and tr represents the trace in F. If we

denote the norm of A by N(A) = N, and the ring of residue classes (mod A)

by R(A), we see that there exist N(A) functions e„(j3) corresponding to the

elements v of R(A). These are the exponential functions of Hecke [14, p. 220],

which furnish the simplest examples of (A, K) arithmetic functions. These

functions possess the basic dual properties,

(1.2) €,08 + j8') = €,G8)e,0S'),        ev+Aß) = t,(ßW(ß).

By taking K to be the complex field C, we may then conceive of the e, as

a complete set of additive characters of R(A).

Two arithmetic functions /, g admit of composition under the Cauchy

product [2; 6], defined by fg = h,

(1.3) h(p)=      £      M)g(v),
P= £+*7(niod A)

where p is an algebraic integer and the summation is over integers ¿, r, dis-

tinct (mod A) such that p = £ + ?7 (mod A). It is clear how (1.3) may be ex-

tended to give Cauchy products of an arbitrary number of functions.

In   [7] the foundations of a theory of arithmetic functions and their
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Cauchy products were sketched. It was shown that the set of all iA, K)

arithmetic functions forms a commutative semisimple algebra. A principle

relating to the number of solutions of equations in the ring PL4) was also

proved (see Theorem 3). It is the twofold purpose of this paper to illustrate

the algebraic viewpoint with a discussion of certain subalgebras of arith-

metic functions, and to apply the additive principle noted above to certain

congruence problems arising in algebraic fields.

One of the simplest and most useful arithmetic functions is the Rade-

macher sum [20, §2.2] which generalizes the familiar Ramanujan sum. This

function forms the basis for the discussion in §3 illustrating the algebraic

properties of arithmetic functions. The results of this section generalize

results for the rational case proved in [6, §3]. We note in particular an exten-

sion to algebraic fields of Carmichael's orthogonality relation for Ramanujan

sums [3, §l].

In §5 the important Hecke sum [14, (166)], generalizing the ordinary

Gauss sum, is discussed in the case of a prime power ideal. A related ex-

ponential sum denoted by T is also introduced and evaluated in §5.

With the exception of §2 the remainder of the paper has to do with ap-

plications of the above mentioned sums to congruence problems in algebraic

number fields. The purpose of §4 is to determine the number of representa-

tions of an algebraic integer as a sum of products in the multiplicative group

of the ring RiA). More precisely, we find the number of solutions xi;-, prime

to A, of the congruence

(1.4) pm aiXn • ■ ■ xn + ■ ■ ■ + asxu • ■ • xu (mod A),

where p is an arbitrary algebraic integer and the «¡ are integers, of which at

least one is prime to A. The result for this problem is quite simple and fol-

lows naturally as an application of the Rademacher sum alone. This prob-

lem is a threefold generalization of one considered in [6, §5].

§§6, 7, and 8 are devoted to the question of quadratic congruences, in

particular to the problem of finding the number of solutions £,- of

(1.5) p = «i,i + • • • + as£s (mod A)

where A is an arbitrary odd ideal, p is an arbitrary integer of F, and «i, • • ■ , a,

are integers of F prime to A. On the basis of the additive principle in Theo-

rem 3, formulas involving the Hecke, Rademacher, and T sums are shown

to yield the number of solutions of (1.5). The case of 5 even leads to a formula

involving only the Rademacher function (6.12), while the corresponding

formula in the odd case involves all three (7.18). The formulas in both cases

are evaluated completely, the final result in the even case (6.6) being slightly

simpler than that of the odd (7.10). Finally in §8 special cases of (1.5) are

considered; for example, Corollary 6 gives the number of solutions of (1.5)
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in case A is prime, a problem equivalent to one solved earlier by Dickson.

It is also shown (Theorems 12 and 13) that the smallest s for which (1.5) is

solvable for all p, all odd A, and all a,- prime to A is s = 3. Explicit criteria

for the solvability of (1.5) in the case 5 = 2 are also obtained (Theorem 13).

We point out that the problem of representing an algebraic integer as a

sum of squares relative to an ideal modulus was considered in 1913 by Klotz

[l6]. However, aside from a new proof of Dickson's formulas on sums of

squares in a Galois field, mentioned above, Klotz's results are largely implicit

in nature. His method was a partial generalization of the approach employed

by Minkowski for the rational case [18]. While Minkowski based his method

in part on the theory of exponential sums, Klotz considered this aspect of

Minkowski's method to be "nicht übertragbar" to the case of arbitrary alge-

braic fields. Actually, as the present paper demonstrates, the theory of expo-

nential sums can be applied to the algebraic case and, in fact, without the

necessity of reducing the problem to one involving a prime ideal modulus,

corresponding to Minkowski's treatment of the rational case. That this was

possible is due to the introduction of exponential methods in algebraic num-

ber fields by Hecke [14, chap. 8]. Other applications of such methods have

been made by Siegel [21 ; 22] in the case of sums of squares and rath powers

and by Rademacher [20 ] and Whiteman [23] to sums of primes in algebraic

fields.
2. Some basic theorems. The first four theorems of this section are re-

sults proved in [7]. Since they are fundamental in the applications to follow

we restate them all in full. In this section, as in the rest of the paper, F will

be a fixed finite extension of the rationals and A a fixed integral ideal of F.

In theorems involving applications, the field of values K may be taken to be

the complex field. In all other cases K may be assumed to be any field of

characteristic zero containing the Nth roots of unity (N = N(A)), since no

other restrictions on K are actually needed to guarantee the validity of the

results of this section.

We introduce the following alternative notation for e„

(2.1) *,M - «,(0) - t¿,),

for use in places where confusion might otherwise result. Note that for integral

e,

(2.2) M,r-«».r (f = m.

Following Hecke [14, p. 220] we call A and B the denominator and numer-

ator, respectively, of f = B/Ab, (B, A) = 1. We shall refer to f as the associated

fraction of e, = €„,f and unless there is explicit statement to the contrary, we

shall assume B to be fixed in the definition of f.

We first recall the following useful lemma [14, p. 220; 21, Lemma 7].

Lemma 1 (Hecke-Siegel).
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[yfá 0(modi4)),
X    *(0) =  f

mod A) V.A'
(2.3)

ßimodA) KNiA) (v = 0 (mod _1)),

wÄere /3 runs over a complete residue system (mod A ).

This lemma follows directly from [14, Theorem 101 ] and the definition

of e„. We also note the following dual of Lemma 1 :

Lemma 1' (Hecke-Siegel).

(2-4) X   em = <v
iß fé 0 (mod A)),

,(mXo  ' KNiA) iß = 0 (mod A)).

The duality between (2.3) and (2.4) may be viewed as a special case of

the duality relation arising in the general theory of characters of finite abelian

groups [13, §13.3]. In the following we shall refer to Lemmas 1 and 1'col-

lectively as the Hecke-Siegel Lemma.

Remark 1. Before proving the main results of this section, we observe

that, if A =AiA2 and if C is chosen prime to Ai such that A2C = 8 is principal,

then the set a+$ß ranges over a complete residue system (mod A) as a and ß

range over complete residue systems (mod A2) and (mod Ai) respectively.

Thus the number of residue systems (mod A2) contained in RiA) is equal to

NiAi).
As a direct consequence of Lemma 1 we have

Theorem 1. If p, v, v' are integers of F, then

(2.5) «.*..       X       M^W-t,.,/, ,
fs«+«modJ) \NiA)t,ip) (v=v).

From this result it follows that the e, are linearly independent relative to

K. We may deduce then without difficulty the fundamental

Theorem 2. Every iA, K) arithmetic function f can be represented in one

and only one way in the form

(2.6) fifi) =    X    (h*4ß) (a, GAO.
v(mod A)

The coefficients av are in fact given by

(2.7) a' = 77777    £   /(ÍKÍ-0.
A(^4)    £(modA)

On the basis of Theorems 1 and 2 we can now deduce an important addi-

tive principle which will be applied in §§4, 6, 7 to obtain the solutions of the

congruence problems described in the Introduction. This principle can be

formulated in the following manner:

Let S be a system of representatives (mod A) and let Z, (*=1, • • -, s)
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be a finite set of integers of F, not all necessarily different, such that each

!£Z¿ is also contained in 5. We place/¿(X) =c if X is congruent (mod A) to

an element of S which appears c times in Z,. Thus the number A(p) of ordered

sets (£1, • • • , £,) such that £¿£Z¿ and &+ • • • +£s=p (mod A) is given by

the extended Cauchy product,/i • • • /,, and we thus have

Theorem 3.

(2-8) A(p)=-i-     £     €,(p)Il(   £   €,(-£)),
N(A)    ,(m0(l^) (.1 \ jEZ,- /

the interior sum being extended over all integers of Zi.

We note now that the set <&A(K) of all (A, K) arithmetic functions forms

a ring relative to the operations of Cauchy multiplication and ordinary addi-

tion of functions. Theorem 2 can be reformulated to give an algebraic char-

acterization [10, Chapter 4] of the ring <&A(K):

Theorem 4. The ring &A(K) of all (A, K) arithmetic functions is a com-

mutative semisimple algebra which can be expressed as a direct sum of N(A)

fields ®i,

(2.9) Ba(K) = ax© • •■ Saw,

where each Ê&K, £?«£,-, $<$,- = 0 (*p*j).

The results above are all generalizations of results appearing in [ó]. We

now prove an additional theorem, of importance in §3, which extends [6,

Lemma 4] to arbitrary algebraic fields. Before stating the theorem we intro-

duce some notation.

Let A, B, f be defined as above and suppose Ai and A2 are ideals dividing

A. We write

(2.10) A, = A'Eu A» = A'E,, A* = EXE*A.', (Eu £2) = 1,

and choose ideals C, Ci, C2 such that

(2.11) A'C = a', E1C1 = ai, E2C2 = a2, (CC1C2, A) = 1,

where a', ait a2 are principal and

(2.12) Ci = C2 = 1 if Ei = E3 = 1.

We also take

(2.13) ß = BCiC2C'/b, -Ci = ß/aya',        f, = jS/«,«',

so that fi, f2 have denominators Ai, A2 respectively. We now prove

Theorem 5. If p, t> are integers of F, (p,Ai) = (v,A2) = l, where A1 and A2 are

ideal divisors of A, then
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,0 ,«„ v- „v       , v        Í #v4)Wi(p) (¿i = ^2,M ^(mod-ix)),
(2.14)2=       2.       «*.ri(£K.rsW =

l 0 iotherwise).

Proof. We place n=p — ̂  and, using the additive property of the trace,

we get by a simple calculation,

(2.15) 2 = €„f2(p)    X    f.fQÙ.
{(mod A)

where

(2.16) « » pa. - rai,        f* = ß/aia2a' = B/bA*.

We place A=A*A, so that £ in (2.15) runs over NiA) residue systems

(mod A*). Therefore

(2.17) S = ev,f2(p)-iV(3")    X    *.H8).
{(mod.4-)

We are now in a position to apply the Hecke-Siegel Lemma with A*, f*

replacing A, f respectively. It thus follows that Sj^O if and only if

« = 0 (mod A*). This condition would imply that ßa2 = 0 (mod __i) and, since

(ß, Ei) = 1, that a2 = E2C2 = 0 (mod Ei). But (£b C2) = (Ei, £2) = 1 ; therefore

it must follow that j_i = l. Similarly, «=-0 (mod A*) implies that E2 = l,

Ai = A2 = A'=A* and, by (2.12), Ci = C2 = l, so that consequently ai = a2= 1.

Thus the condition a:--0 (mod A*) gives p. = v (mod Ai), and therefore S5^0

implies that Ai — A2, ¡x = v (mod A{).

But the converse is also true, for if Ai=A2, then we may take Ei = E2

= Ci = C2=l, and hence <_i = a2= 1. If in addition p = p (mod Ai), then « = 0

(mod A*). We have thus shown that

(2.18) 2 jt O&Ai = At, n = v (mod/li).

In such a case we have fi""{ia,|"*i consequently e„,¡-2(p) = e„.r1(p), and by the

Hecke-Siegel Lemma, 2 = e,,ir,(p)iV(-l)iv'(--*) = e„,!-1(p)./V(/l), which proves the

theorem.

It may be noted that in case F is a principal ideal field, a less involved

proof along the lines of the rational case [6, Lemma 4] can be constructed

for the above theorem.

3. Subalgebras related to Rademacher's sum. By Theorems 2 and 4 the

ring ©¿(2_) of all arithmetic functions is semisimple with orthogonal basis

given by the functions l/iV(-_) -e„(p0, where v ranges over a complete set of

residues (mod A). The unit element of ©a(_-)=© is, by (2.4),

1 ^ Í1

-f(-l)    ,(mod„) 10

1 11 iß = 0 (mod _!)),

iV(_4)  ,(,£._.> l0 iß fé 0 (mod .4)).
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The set of all functions of the form

(3.2) £    ff„€„03), aßGK,
(ü.A)=l

where p ranges over a reduced set of residues (mod A), is an ideal of © with

unit element,

(3.3) Ix=l/N{A)-R{ß,A),        RA = R(ß,A)=    £    e,(ß)-

The function R(ß, A) is the Rademacher function [20, §2.2] and has the

following important properties:

(a) ÄOSM) =    £    N(E)ßi^),
E\u,ß) \E /

where E ranges over the ideal divisors of (A, ß) and ß is the Möbius function

in F.

(b) R{ß, AA') - R{ß, A)R(ß, A') if (A, A') = 1.

(c) R(ß, A) is independent of the choice of the numerator of the fraction

f associated with RA.

(d) Riß, A) = R(-ß, A).

An example of a subalgebra of ©, not an ideal, is given by the set of all

elements of the form £a¿,. R(ß, A{) where the Ai range over the divisors

of A. Before showing this we prove

Lemma 2. Let A¡Ai = A and let L¡ be an integral ideal, prime to Au such

that AiLi = $i is principal. Then the set of numbers pfi{, where p( ranges over a

reduced set of residues (mod A,-) and A,- ranges over all divisors of A, forms a

complete residue system (mod A).

Proof. The number of such elements pfii is given by

£   «Ai) - V(A)
Ai\A

where c/> is the Euler có-function in F. Analogous to a familiar result in the

rational case [12, Theorem 262] we have

(3.4) V(A) = N(A).

(This result follows easily for a prime power ideal A =P\ and on the basis

of the factorability of <f>, V, N, it follows for arbitrary ideals A.) Moreover,

no two of the elements pB are congruent (mod .4), for if pfii = vßj (mod ^4),

where (v¡, A,) = 1 and A¡, A¡, L¡ are as defined above, then we get ^¿^4,1^=0

(mod A,). Multiplication by AiA¡ leads to piA¡Li = 0 (mod Ai). But since
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(j-í.  Ai) = iLi, Ai) = l,  then -l,-|-_y.   Similarly  _4,-1_4»  and   i—j.   Further,

¡j.jBi = vfii (mod A) implies m = Vi (mod A¡).

We also have the related

Lemma 3. Following the notation of Lemma 2, the set of elements vfii,

where Vi ranges over a complete set of residues (mod Ai), forms the totality of

elements 5 of RiA) such that Aj\ô.

This lemma follows from Remark 1 of the preceding section.

We now prove

Theorem 6. The set of all functions i3JI = 'SRaÍK) of the form

(3.5) w=   X aA,R<&AÙ
Ai\A

Ai ranging over all ideal divisors of A and a¿t. over all elements of K, is a semi-

simple subalgebra of @, with orthogonal basis given by the totality of elements

1/NiA)-Riß, Aï) and with unit element identical with that of ©.

Proof. We have simply to consider the Cauchy product of two elements

Rah say Ra¡, Ra2. By property (c) above, Ra( is independent of the choice

of numerator in the associated fraction f¿. In performing the product Ra^Ra^

we may therefore choose fi and f2 satisfying the conditions of (2.10)—(2.13).

This will enable us to apply Theorem 5. We have then

RaiRa2=       X        Ria, A^Riß, At)
p = a+ß(mod A)

= X X tß.{ii<*)er.tiiß),
(p,Ax)—l,(r,Ai)—l   />So+8(mod A)

where ¡x, v range over reduced sets of residues modulo Ai and A2 respectively.

Thus by Theorem 5 one obtains

_     _ ¡NiA)    X    ^.nip) = NiA)Rip, Ai)        iAi = A2),
(3.6) RAl-Ra¡ —  1 (f,Ai)»i

10 iAi*A2).

This proves that 9JÎ is semisimple with orthogonal basis 1/NiA) Ra{, Aí\A.

In the rest of the proof we attach to the fraction f< associated with

Ra¡ the value f, = fot = 5Z,,//l¿b, where B{ and L,- are defined as in Lemma 2.

Then the unit I2 of 91? is given by

~  X*(r3,A-)=-^-  X      X   <>aAß)
NiA)  Ai\A NiA)  AiXA   („,.,.4,.)=i

=   AT.,,    X        X    «M<.rO)-
NfA)    Ai\A     lßi,A,) = l

But by Lemma 2, p.,0,- ranges over a complete residue system (mod A) as Ai
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ranges over all divisors of A. Therefore we get, on applying the Hecke-Siegel

Lemma,

08 s 0 (mod A)),
(3.7)

1 V- f1
h = ——   £   *,0s) = \n

N(A)    t,moAA) (0N(A)  FtmodX) 10 (0 ^ 0 (mod 4)).

If we specialize in (3.6) to the case AiAt — A, p = 0, we get

2' =        £        R{a, Ai)R(ß, A,) =     £    R(a, Ai)R(-oc, At),
a s —ß (mod .A ) a (¿nod A )

which by (3.6) and property (d) above gives

(3.8) r-       £      R(a, Ai)R(a, At) = 0 (Ai ^ A2).
a (mod X i-Aj)

If Ai=A2 then 2' becomes, by (3.6),

(3.9) 2' =     £ t Ria, Ai)R(a, At) = N(a\)R(0, Ai),
«(mod A\)

but since the sum in (3.9) runs over N(Ai) residue systems (mod Ai) we have

2' = N(Ai)    £    (R(a, Ai))2 - (N(Ai))2R(0, Ax),
a (mod A\)

(3.10) —
£    (R{a, Ai))2 = N(Ai)4>(Ai).

a (mod Ai)

Combining (3.8) and (3.10) one gets the following orthogonality property

of RA:

Theorem 7. If A 9e C are integral ideals of F, then

£     (R(a, A))2 = N(A)4>(A),
a (mod A)

3.11 _
£     R(a, A)R(a, C) = 0.

o (mod AC)

In the rational case this theorem reduces to a result [3, §l] which Car-

michael found useful in the study of series expansions of arithmetic functions.

The question of extending such applications to algebraic fields arises, but

we shall not go into this question in the present paper.

4. Sums of products. Before proving the principal result of this section,

we apply Property (a) of §3 to get

Lemma 4. If P is a prime ideal of degree f and k is a positive integer, then

rpf^ipf - 1) (P»|/8),

(4.1) R(ß, Pk) = I -pn*-» (p»-J | ßt Pi][ß)t

'o (P^ß).
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We also note that if A has the factorization

(4.2) A = P\'■ ■ ■ PÏ

into powers of distinct prime ideals Pi, ■ ■ ■ , Ph, then the ring RiA) has, as

in the rational case [13, p. 53], the direct decomposition,

(4.3) RÍA) = RÍP\1) © - - • 0 RiP\").

Restated, the elements p of RiA) are representable as vectors, p

<->(pi, ■ ■ ■ , pu), where each p,- ranges over a complete residue system

(mod PjO, p=Pi (mod P^). On the basis of this vector representation, it is

easy to prove

Lemma 5. If A has the factorization (4.2) and if p, ai, • • • , a, are arbitrary

integers of F, then the number of solutions $(p, A) in x{j, (x,-y, A) = l, of the

congruence (1.4) is given by i>(p, A) = _>(p, PXl) • • • <->(p, Plh).

We next prove

Theorem 8. If P is a prime ideal of degree fand if p, ai, ■ • • , a, are integers

of F such that o¡i, • • • , at (s=^>0) are prime to P and a, ii>t) are divisible

by P, then the number of solutions <b,,t,i = $ÍP, Px) =<£(p)> X>0, of the congruence

(4.4) p = aiXn • • • Xn + ■ ■ ■ + a,xu • ■ • *i, (mod Px),

in xn prime to P, is given by

(4.5) *(p) = pf^i->i-»ipf - 1)'•-*{(#/ - 1)' + qip)ei],

where

Í-1 (p 7-0 (mod P)),

V - 1 (P = 0 (mod P)),

and e¿= +1 or — 1 according as t is even or odd.

Proof. The principle in Theorem 3 relating to additive congruence prob-

lems can be applied to (4.4) to give

A—onyi ■ ■ • yi)(4.6)   $(p) = rx/ X  *AàÙ(       Z
»(mod PX) ¿=1 \(!/y,P) = l,!/j(mod .

where the y¡ range independently over reduced residue systems (mod Px).

If one denotes by (Tiiv) the inner sum of (4.6), it follows in case ^ = 0 (mod Px)

that

(4.7) ff(0) = cr.-(O) = (<p(Px))! = pf^^ipf - 1)'.

If f=-0 (mod Px), the hypothesis («i, P) = 1 and Lemma 4 show that the
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product in (4.6) =0 unless Px-1| v, in which case we get

Ci(v) = R(-aiV, P^)(<p(P*))l-\

Thus, for Px~l\ v, P*\v, we have by (4.1),

,/(x-D(^/ _ i)¡-y<x-i)(í-i) = ai (1 á * á i),

(4.8) ab) =  {
(p1 - I)1 = <r, (*><)•

By Lemma 3, the only v^O (mod Px) which contribute anything to (4.6),

namely all such v which are divisible by Px_1, can be represented in the

form v=yPx~1G where (G, P) = 1,0 = GPX_1 is principal, and y ranges over a

reduced residue system (mod P). Hence we have

(4.9) *(p) = jr" \{a{0))'+ £ Wp) Ú »*(")} »

where Ç = B/Pxb. Observing that f'=0f = BG/Pb is of denominator P, we see

that (4.9) becomes

(4.10) *(p) = rvÍW0))'+ E        «r-rW^V-'},
V T(modí'),(7,í'l-l /

and evaluation of (4.10) on the basis of (4.7), (4.8) and the Hecke-Siegel

Lemma leads to the theorem.

If at least one a,- is prime to A, it follows that the number of solutions of

(1.4) in Xn prime to A is completely determined by Lemma 5 and Theorem 8.

One notes by (4.5) that $(p) =0 if and only if

(4.11) {pt - l)' + ?(p)ei = 0.

Thus, if P is an odd ideal, that is, if p>2, (4.11) can occur if and Only if

i = l, P|p. If P is even, so that p = 2, then (4.11) occurs if and only if either

/=1, (p, P) = l, i even, or/=l, P\p, t odd, or/>l, i=l, P|p.

Corollary 1. If P is even of degree > 1 or if P is odd, then (4.4) is solvable

for all p, I, and X if and only if s =g i ̂  2.

Specializing Theorem 8 to the case / = 1 we get

Corollary 2. If p, a,-, and P satisfy the conditions of Theorem 8, the number

of solutions Xi prime to P of

(4.12) p m aiXi + ■ ■ ■ + a,x, (mod Px)

is given by

(4.13) *!(p) = pf(>^-ï(pf - \)>->{(pf - 1)< + q(p)et)

where q and 8 are defined as in the theorem.
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Further specialization to the case of F rational leads to [6, Theorem 6]

which is important in the solution of the finite Goldbach problem for the

rational field [8]. Corollary 2 bears the same importance to the analogous

problem for algebraic numbers fields.

We mention finally four reduction formulas as corollaries of Theorem 8.

By Corollary 2 we verify easily

Corollary 3.

(4.14) *(p) = pf°&-v(i-i)(pf _ l).(i-i)*1(p).

This result may also be deduced from (4.13), observing that for each solu-

tion of (4.12) there are (<p(Px)),('-1) solutions of (4.4) and that all solutions

of (4.4) arise in such a manner.

Corollary 4.

(4.15) $(p, PO = ^<x-1><i'-1>*(p, P).

Corollary 5. If s, s'^t, and ls = l's', then

(4.16) *..i.|-- #.'.*.!';

in particular,

(4.17) #,,«,, -:*b>M,

(4.18) •..i.r--#i.M (»SA

Corollary 6. If s' = s+n is^t, ra^O), iAe«

(4.19) _v.m = pf'^-^ipf - l)'«#t,M.

5. The Hecke sum and the related T sum. Hecke's sum [14, (166)] is

a generalization to algebraic number fields of the well known Gauss sum, and

is defined by

(5.1) Siß) =    X    *?iß).
í(mod A)

In order to avoid ambiguities of sign we redefine the Hecke function in a

more precise manner.

Let us consider first the case of a prime ideal, A =P, NiP) =pf. In this

case, the residue class ring P(P) is a field isomorphic with the Galois field

GFipf), [19, §5]. We conceive of the elements of GFipf) as polynomials

(5.2) U = af + af-S + ••'•+ aS'-1

with coefficients (mod p) and reduced modulo a fixed (primary) irreducible

polynomial £(0) of degree/.

With this representation of P(P) in mind, we define, for UGGFipJ), a

function [l, §2],
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(5.3) MM) = u(MU, E) = e2™'»,

where c is the coefficient of 0/_1 in MU, reduced (mod E), M being an arbitrary

element of GF(pf). The function a defines an additive function, or character,

on the additive group of GF(pf): uu(M+M')=urj(M)uu(M'). Thus the

isomorphism, R(P)=.GF(pf), defines a similar character on R(P), and it

follows that each urj is equivalent to some e,. With f of denominator P, we

choose the numerator of f such that

(5.4) *i(«) = €lif(a) = Ul(M, E) (M*-*ot),

where M corresponds to a under a fixed isomorphism of R(P) and GF(p/).

We refer to ei(a) as the unity function of R(P), relative to the isomorphism

in (5.4). With this choice of f we now define

(5.5) 5(1, P) =    £   tiie),
{(mod P)

(5.6) Si?, P) =     £    €,($*).
{(modP)

In order to define 5(1, Px) lor fixed X^ 1, we choose C such that

(5.7) PC = 8, (C, P) = 1, (6 principal).

Next we may choose B=B\ in

(5.8) fi = fx0x-',        f = fx = 5x/Pxb,

so that €i, fi is the unity function of R(P) as defined in (5.4). With this nota-

tion we now define

(5.9) 5(1, Px) =    £    eltf(É»),
{(mod PX)

(5.10) 5(p, Px)=    £    €„>r«2).
{(mod PA)

In the rest of the paper we assume P to be odd (p>2). On the basis of

the above notation, Hecke's Hilfssatz [14, p. 222] becomes

Lemma 6.

((N(P))^2 (X even),(5.11) 5(1, Px) =  V
l(W(P))(X-1,/25(l, P) (\odd).

We are thus led to an evaluation of 5(1, Px) :

Lemma 7. 5(1, Px) = (Ar(P))x'2J(X/), /(&)-»<*»-«*/*.

Proof. In the case X = 1, the value of 5(1, P) can be computed by passing

to the corresponding sum S in GF(p>), obtained on the basis of the iso-

morphism in (5.4),
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5(1, P) =     X    *>i(*2, E) =. 2,
X(mod B)

where X is the isomorphic image of ¿ in (5.5). Here E is, as defined above, an

irreducible polynomial (mod p) of degree /. But by [l, Theorem 2], 2

= 5(1, P) has the value p"2Jij). Moreover

(1 (X even),

(5-12) /(X/)=   WA ft     AMVif) (Xodd),

which proves the lemma, on applying (5.11).

As a consequence one finds that

Lemma 8.

(5.13) 52(1, Px) - By*
where ( —1/P) is the Legendre symbol in F.

Proof. It suffices, by Lemma 7, to show that /2(X/) = ( —1/P)X. That

this is true for X even is evident. If X is odd, / even, then J2(X/j = 1 by (5.12).

But for/ even, since x2= — 1 is solvable (mod P), that is, since x2= — 1 is

solvable in GFipf) [9, §62], it is clear that (-1/P) =1.

If X is odd,/odd, then by (5.12),

(1 ip = 1 (mod 4)).
/2(X/) = J\l) =  {

\-l ip = 3 (mod 4)).

But in case/ is odd, it is also true [9, §62; 17, Theorem 83] that

tö-GHJ
ip m 1 (mod 4)),

ip m 3 (mod 4)),

so that the lemma follows in all cases.

One may also reformulate Hecke's Theorem [14, Theorem 155] for the

case A =PX in the following manner.

Lemma 9.

(5.14) Sip, Px) = (¿W. n, iß, P) = 1.

(p-/Px) being the Jacobi symbol in F.

Before introducing the T sum we add to our notation. As in (5.8) we

define generally

(5.15) r* = r#x-* = Bk/P%       Bk = PCX~* (0_i_X),
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9, B, f being defined by (5.7) and (5.8). It can be seen that f* (&i£l) is ad-
missible as the associated fraction in the sum 5(1, Pk), since Çi = Çk6k~l

= Ç\6X~1, and we place

(5.16) S(P,P")=    £    tßJk{?) (Oá*SX).
{(mod Pk)

We now define for integral p,

(5.17) T(p,P")= £ ip,th(?),
{(mod P*),(P,{)=1

where the summation is over a reduced residue system (mod Pk). We now

evaluate (5.17) in the case of odd prime ideals P. By definition of T and

Lemma 3, we get for k > 1,

(5.18) T(p,Pk)=    £    ep,tk(e)-      £      WW)
{(mod Pk) {'(mod Pk  1)

where 8 is defined by (5.7). But since f*02 = f¡fc_2 and since £' ranges over

NiP)—pJ residue systems (mod Pk~2), (5.18) gives

Tip, pk) = sip, Pk) - p>  £   €„ft_2(n
(5.19) {'(mod/-*"2)

- Sip, Pk) - p'Sip, Pk~2), k > 1.

If k = l, then we have from (5.17)

(5.20) Tip, P) = Sip, P) - 1.

We now introduce the convention

(5.21) Sip, P-i) = p-f,

so that (5.19) and (5.20) can be combined to give

Lemma 10.

(5.22) Tip, P") = Sip, P") - p'Sip, P*-2), ¿el.

Now let us suppose that i is the largest non-negative integer ?¡k such that

P'|p. By Lemma 2, we may then assume p (mod Ph) to be of the form

., „, 0%        iP,P) = l (0 Ú I < k),
(5.23) P =  \

W s 0,        p. = 1 (Í = k),

where 6 is defined by (5.7). Noting that

(5.24) fr'fc-fM (è^')

we get, on substituting (5.23) and (5.24) in (5.16),

(5.25) S(p, P") = (N(P)YS(p, P*-')> kl%t.
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We also find, on applying Lemmas 6 and 9, that

Lemma 11.

(5.26) 5(p, P") - NiP)Sin, P"-2),        iß, Pk) = 1, i > 1.

This leads to an evaluation of Tip, Pk) :

Lemma 12. If1, p. are defined by (5.23) and fe__l, then

0 it ^ k - 2),

p'iK-viSiß, P) - 1) it = k - 1),

pnk-i)(pf _ !) (< = ky

(5.27) Tip,P>) =

Proof. Case 1 (£>1). If ¿á¿-2, then application of (5.25) and (5.26)

to Tip, Pk) in Lemma 10 gives T = 0. If t = k— 1, one obtains, by (5.25) and

(5.22), Tip, Pk) =pf<-k-»Siß, P) -i/SiO, Ph~2), and noting that

(5.28) 5(0, P<) = iNiP))1 = p11 (IÍO),

the theorem follows in this case. If t = k, then application of (5.28) leads to

the result.

Case 2 (fe = 1). Two subcases arise: t = 0 and / = 1. If / = 0, (p, P) = 1, p=p,,

then (5.20) gives the result for this case. If t = 1, it suffices to apply (5.25) to

(5.20), using the fact that Sip, 1) = 1.

We remark that P(p, P*) has properties similar to those of the sum

Rip, Ph); a rather detailed discussion of these properties for the rational case

will be given in a paper to be published elsewhere.

6. Sums of an even number of squares. We point out first that the

quantities X, C, B=B\, r = fx, t, Bk, f*, p, p will be assumed fixed for the rest

of the paper. Each will have the same significance as in §5 ; note, in particular,

(5.7), (5.8), (5.15), and (5.23) for the defining relations.

Before stating Theorem 9 we introduce the following new notation:

(6.1) /(-l)^---aA       l=lm is = 2m),

\ P I \m+l is = 2m + 1),

(6.2) v = ef »•**—>,

(6.3) r(/) = (1 - pf)--*——>
1 — apnx-m)

(6.4) ,(i) =  |o

(0 = I < X),

it = X).

The quantities a,- will be defined in the statement of the main theorem. On

the basis of properties (a), (b) of the direct decomposition (4.3), we have

Lemma 13. 2/ A is an arbitrary odd ideal of F with the factorization (4.2),
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A=P\l ■ • • Px\ if p, ai, ■ • ■ , a, are integers of F, then the number of incon-

gruent solutions ^,(p, ^4) of (1.5) is given by \p*(p, Pi1) • • ' ^>(p, P»*)-

This lemma makes it unnecessary to consider any but powers of prime

ideals. We now state

Theorem 9. If P is an arbitrary odd prime ideal, ifcti, ■ ■ ■ , a, are integers

of F prime to P, if p is an arbitrary integer of F and t is the largest rational

integer gX such that p = 0 (mod P'), then the number of distinct solutions

(modPx),Xäl,o/

(6.5) p = aid + • ■ • + ots¿ (mod PX)

is given, in case s — 2m, m>\, by

(6.6) Ï2m(p)   =   ̂ X<2™-1)   -   „{r(i)   + r,(t)pl■<(!—)}.

Proof. We first apply Theorem 3 to get the following exponential formula

for the number of solutions of (6.5) for arbitrary s:

(6.7) 4>.(P) = P-'X     £     ty(p)ÍlS(-aiy,P>) (€, = €T#r).
7(modPx) i=l

We next observe, by Lemma 2, that a complete residue system (mod Px) is

given by yk0x~k, k = 0, 1, ■ ■ • , X, where each yk ranges over a reduced set of

residues (mod Pk). Thus (6.7) may be written, on isolating y=0,

(6.8) Up) = r» \p"' + E £ tr*-*.rto Ö S( - aiyd^k, P)4 .
V. fc=l    T(mod P*).(t,P)=1 t-1 )

X

£
k=l    7(mod Pk),(.y,P)=l i-1

But by the definition of Çk, (5.15), and relation (5.25), (6.8) becomes

r/xLx/s + ¿      g     wp)IÎ e w-toí-ni.
V 4-1    T(mod P*),(T.P)-1 i-1 {(mod PX) /

But £ runs over N(Px~k) = £/»-*> residue systems (mod Pk), so by the defini-

tion of 50a, Pk), (5.16), we get

(6.9) Up) = #yx<-1) {i + £ p-/k' £ «taW Ús(-«w, P")\ •
' i-1 7(mod P*),(T,P)-1 i-l '

Applying (5.14), one obtains

( X /(-l)'ai- ■ ■ a,\Up) = p'^-»h + £ p-'k>r-—'—-J(5(i, P»))-

E (-^Y^.r.(p)} -
'*),(T.P)-1   \  P"/ '

(6.10)

7 (mod P"
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Formula (6.10) holds for s either even or odd. If we now suppose s = 2m in

(6.10), \p, becomes

*_«(p) = #/*<*-»/_ + _Crv*-(ai''' a'W(i, ph))m
(6.11) l     "       V   P    J

7 (mod P*

Applying now (5.13) to (6.11) we get

(6.12) ¿2m(p) = f*&—« {l + X <Jkp-fkmRÍP, Pk)\ ,
i k=l *

where <r is defined by (6.1) and Rip, Pk) by (3.3).

To evaluate (6.12) we place

X C7.f*(p)(--
•*),(7.P)=1 '

(6.13) x(0 =  |j
(0 (/ = X),

it * X),

so that by (6.4),

(6.14) nit) = xit)*'.

On the basis of this notation and Lemma 4, (6.12) may be written

fc.G>) = f*»—« il + X o-«p-f<""Rip, Pk

(6.15)

+ x(0^í+1^/m(,+1)P(p. P,+o| ,

where the A-sum is taken to be zero in the vacuous case t = 0. Applying now

(4.1) and (6.14) we get

(6.16) ^m(p) = f*«*—*>.<_ + (1 - p-')Íl i<rpni-m))k - G-nit)pnt-mt-m)\ .

If we now assume m> 1, the value of the geometric sum in (6.16) is given by

i
(6.17) X i<rpni-m))k = ^«-"»(1 - pJ)~lTit) it = 0),

k-l

the formula holding in case / = 0 by virtue of the fact that T(0) =0. Substitu-

tion in (6.16) leads to the theorem.

In the excluded case, m = l, (6.16) yields

(6.18) Up) = P*U + (1 - P-') X "k - °r,it)p-\ .
\ i=l /
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We have

(6.19) x(a, t) m £ «r* =
jfc=i

t (a = 1),

0 (o- = — 1, i even),

-1 (a = - 1, i odd).

(6.19) holds also in case i = 0 since x(ff, 0) =0 for either <r = l or cr= — 1. Sub-

stituting in (6.18) and simplifying, we obtain

Theorem 10. If p, ai, a2, t are as defined in Theorem 9, then the number of

solutions ^2(p) of

(6.20) p = a¿l + a2!il imod P*)

is given by

(6.21) Up) = p/x + pf(^1){(p/ - l)x(*, i) - °v(0},

where a and r, have the same meaning as in Theorem 9 and x(a< 0 ** defined by

(6.19).

We point out finally the close analogy between Theorem 9 and the cor-

responding result [6, Theorem 8] for GF[pn, x].

7. Sums of an odd number of squares. Suppose (a, P) = 1. Then we have:

Lemma 14. If P is an odd prime ideal, then a is a quadratic residue (mod Px),

\>,\,if and only if a is a quadratic residue (mod P). The number of solutions of

(7.1) f = a (mod ?»)

is

1 +
(?)•

This is an extension of a familiar result in rational number theory [12,

(8.4.2)], and is contained in a result of Klotz (§8, Corollary 8). It implies

that the number of quadratic residues (mod Px) is equal to the number of

non-residues.

A second lemma, of importance in this section, is concerned with the

function

(7.2) T'(p, Pk) = T(p, Pk) - R(p, P")

where R and T were defined by (3.3) and (5.7) respectively. Recalling the

definition of p, p, I in (5.23), we have

Lemma 15. If k^l,
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(7.3) T'ip, Pk)

to

it = k - 1),

ii*t h - 1).

Proof. This result follows immediately from (4.1) and (5.27).

Before stating Theorem 11 let us introduce some more notation:

(7.4)

(7.5)

(7.6)

(7.7)

Lit) =  g

m - io

(2rH+

(-l)'"p.(~i • • • a2m+i

it odd, X > t),

(otherwise) ;

(/ even, X > /),

(otherwise) ;

(/ even),

(/ odd) ;

where p is defined by (5.23);

(7.8) A(r) = (1 - p')(-I,  w = i/(»--^-+r),
\i - f»—» /

We now prove

Theorem 11. If P, p, ai, ■•■ , a2m+i, / are as defined in Theorem 9, then

the number of incongruent solutions (mod Px) of

2 2 X

(7.9) p = <_i£i + ■ • • + a2m+1Í2m+-i (mod P )

is given, for all m^O, by

(7.10) ^2*.+i(p) = p2mX/ - co} p-'Air) + p~2™<Lit) - p-^rL'it) ].

Proof. Formula (6.10) with s = 2m + l gives the number of solutions of

(7.9). Making this substitution in (6.10) we get

fam+Áp) - í2""x ji + x p-'Htm*" (~ai '»'"') (-sa, p*))2"'+1

(7.11)

7(mod P"),(7' ),(7,P)-1   \-r      / /

Applying (5.13), (7.11) becomes

^2»+l(p)   =   />
2 mA

(7.12)
{i + __>v *=1

*^-/*(™+D5(i) p-)

*).(7.P)-1    VP     / '7(mod P").(7.P)
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where a is defined by (6.1).

Now let us consider the y sum appearing in (7.12):

(7.13) Q(p, J»*):- £ (~r)*y.!M-
7 (mod P*),(7.P)-1   \"     /

By the definition of Ra, (3.3), we have

(7.14) Q(p, Pk) = R(p, Pk), (¿even).

Further, by Lemma 14,

(7.15) Q(p, Pk) = £ eyi,ti(p) - £ €7,fi(p), (k odd),
71 Tí

where the first summation is over a complete set of quadratic residues

(mod Pk), 7!, and the second summation is over a complete set of quadratic

nonresidues, y2. Adding and subtracting £e71 simultaneously in (7.15), we

have

(7.16) G(p,P*) = 2£«Ti.r*(p)- £ <7.r*(p).
71 7(mod P*),(7,P)=1

and applying Lemma 14 to (7.16), it follows that

(7.17) Q(p, Pk) = Tip, Pk) - RiP, Pk) = T'(p, Pk), (k odd).

Substituting (7.13), (7.14), (7.17) in (7.12) one finds

**»+i(p) = p2mfXU+      £     p-f^m+^S(\, P")R(p, Pk)
\ k=\{k even)

+        £ <rr/*(-H-»5(l,P*)r(p,P»)l,
k=l(k odd) I

(7 .19) ^2m+l(p)   =   P2""\l   +£l +£2),

where £i and £î represent the first and second sums respectively in (7.18).

We rewrite £i, adopting, as usual, the convention that a vacuous sum is

zero :

[X/2]

(7.20) Ei = E r2/Km+1)5(i, P2i)R(p, P2i),
y=i

where [X/2] denotes the greatest integer ^X/2, and by (4.1),

r

£i = £ frvnn+»Sfit pv)R(Pt pv) + L(/)^-vw-i)(-+i>

(7.21) 3=1

■5(1, P2r+2)Rip,P2r+2).

We may evaluate (7.21), using (4.1) and (5.11):

(7.18)
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Xi = (1 - p-')JZ #"»-*»> - Lit)pf^2"^2m\

and summing the progression,

(7.22) Xi = - pf<-r-2rm){p-'Kir) + p-2m>Lit)).

(Observe that (7.22) still holds for the vacuous case in (7.21), namely the

case r = 0, since A(0) = 0.)

We note by Lemma 15 and (7.18) that the only case which need be con-

sidered in the sum X2 ¡s the case k = t+l, t<\, i = 2r. One thus obtains by

(7.5),

(7.23) X2 = X'(">/'-/(H-1)(m+1)S(l, Pl+l)T'ip, P'+O,

which gives, on applying (5.11) and (7.3),

X2 = L'(/)crír-/(í+1)("'+iyi/25(l, P)p"Siß, P)

=  L'it)a(—K-/(í™-«/2+™+1)52(1, P).

With t = 2r, we apply (5.13), (6.1), and (7.7) to get

(7.24) X2 = L'Wrí/(r-2rm-m>.

Substitution of (7.22) and (7.24) in (7.19) leads immediately to the

theorem.

Remark 2. In the definition of p as a representative element in the ring

RiPk), (5.23), we note that the exponent t oí 8 is uniquely determined. The

unit multiple p., pGRiPk), iß, P) = 1, is not, however, in general unique. If we

have two such representations of p,

p = 0'pi m dlß2 (mod P*),

then it follows, for t<k, that pi=p2 (mod P). Thus the quadratic character

of ß (mod P) is independent of the choice of p, in the representation (5.23) of

p. Hence the character r in (7.7) is well-defined in spite of the lack of unique-

ness in the choice of p. (For a discussion of the multiplicative representations

of elements in more general rings, including P(P*) as a special case, see [ll ].)

8. Special cases and sums of two and three squares. This section con-

sists of three parts. First we make a few brief remarks on quadratic con-

gruences in the rational case. Second we derive, as special cases of Theorems

10 and 11, some Waring type results for sums of squares modulo an ideal

(Theorems 12 and 13). Third, we derive certain results which serve to verify

the main results in §§6, 7. These special cases are contained in Corollaries 5

(,__!, w = o), 6 (X = l), 7, and 8 (i = 0, (p, P) = l).
The problem of finding the number of representations of a rational

integer n in the form
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(8.1)

ECKFORD COHEN

n = aiXi +
2 x

+ a,xs (mod p )

[November

(ai rational)

where (a{, p) = \,p an odd prime, was discussed by Minkowski [18, §§4, 5]

who gave exact formulas in case (n, p) = l (Corollary 8). We may find explicit

formulas for (8.1) simply by specializing F to the rational case in formulas

(6.6), (6.21), (7.10). This is accomplished by taking/=1 in each formula

and specifying p. in the following manner: Choose n positive, n^px, and place

n = P'g, g = P ((g, P) = l if i<X, and g = l if i=X). The case X = l was treated

by Jordan (see Corollary 6).

The cases of two and three squares yield quite simple results. Specializa-

tion to the case 5 = 3, m = l, in Theorem 11 gives

Corollary 1. The number of solutions of

(8.2) p = ai¿ + 0L2Í2 + «sis (mod PX)

is given by

(8.3) Up) = ***{ 1 + r} + p-Hr+1)(rL'(t) - 1) - L(t)p-/lr+2)},

where the quantities t, r, t, L, L' are defined as in Theorem 11.

The result in (8.3) may be stated explicitly by considering the subcases

arising from different values of t and t:

Corollary 2. The number of solutions of (8.2) is given by

\p2^(l + p-')(l - f/W-»)) (X > /, t odd),

/>2X'(1 + p~>) (X > t, t even, r = 1),

/>2X'(1 + p-f - 2p-'<-r+V) (X > t, t even, r - - 1),

pu'il + p-i - p-'^») (X = tor p = 0).

(8.4) Up) =

Specializing in the same way in Theorem 10, we obtain a corresponding

result for sums of two squares:

Corollary 3. The number of solutions of (6.20) is given by

(8.5) Up) =

yx(i + x - \p-t)

A/(X-1)

p*ii-rO(t + i)
¿/x(i + p-1)

10

(i = X, a = 1),

(i = X, a — — 1, X even),

it = X, a = - 1, X odd),

(i < X, <r = 1),

(i < X, o- = — 1, t'even),

(t < X, <r == - lfrodd),

a being defined by (6.1).
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Inspection of (8.4) reveals immediately that ^3>0 in all cases. Thus we

have, on the basis of Lemma 13:

Theorem 12. 7/ A is an arbitrary odd ideal, and if «i, a2, a3 are algebraic

integers prime to A, then every integer p is expressible as a sum of three squares,

2 2 2

P = «i£i + a2£2 + «3?3 (mod .4).

That every integer p is not neteessarily expressible as a sum of two squares

(mod A) follows by inspection of (8.5). In this case we may deduce the

following explicit criterion:

Theorem 13. If A is an ideal with the prime power factorization A

= PXl • • • Pjx, and if <_i, a2 are integers prime to A, then an integer p is not

representadle as a sum of two squares,

2 2
(8.6) p =- a.£i + a2£2 (mod A), iA odd),

if and only if, for at least one P¿, p = 0 (mod P.), with the additional restrictions

that the maximum exponent ti to which Pi divides p is odd and <X,-, and —aia2

is a quadratic nonresidue (mod P,).

As a consequence of this theorem we obtain

Corollary 4. A necessary and sufficient condition that (8.6) be solvable

for arbitrary p and for all «i, a2 prime to A is that A should be a product of

distinct prime ideals.

As a means of checking Theorem 11 in the case m = 0, we prove inde-

pendently

Lemma 16. The number of solutions of

(8.7) p=-,2(modPx)

is given by

(8.8) Up) =

P" it = x),

2p¡r it < X, leven, t = 1),

0 iotherwise),

the quantities t, r,r being defined as in Theorem 11.

Proof. Case 1 (¿=X). Here we consider

(8.9) £2 = 0(modPx);

by (5.23) any £ satisfying (8.9) is of the form % = v8\ (c, P) = l, g^iè\

g = r or r+1 according as X = 2r or 2r + l. By the remark at the end of §7, if

we let v range over all rGP(Px) such that iv, P) — l, then repetitions may

arise. However, by Lemma 2, if v ranges over a reduced residue system
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(mod Px-<) in vd* ii = g, • ■ • , X), then all elements obtained are distinct and

exhaust the possibilities for £. Thus the number of £ satisfying (8.9) is given by

A(PX-») =pto>-t) =pr/i using (3.4).

Case 2 (i<X, t even, r = l). In this case, by (5.23), one may take p=62rp,

t = 2r, (p., P) = 1, t = (ji/P) = 1. We consider then

(8.10) p = 82ru m g2 (mod Px).

But £ is necessarily of the form 0rv, iv, P) = 1, so that (8.10) gives d2r(jj, — v2)

= 0 (mod Px) or

(8.11) v2 = p (mod Px-2r).

Now (8.11) has two solutions (mod Px~2r) by Lemma 14. We want the num-

ber of solutions i¡i=6rVi of (8.10), incongruent (mod Px). But

d'vi = ervt (mod Px) ±± vi = V2 (mod Px-r) ;

thus there is a 1-1 correspondence between the £,• satisfying (8.10) and

the Vi (mod Px_r) satisfying (8.11). Since there are Ar(Pr) =^r residue systems

(mod Px~2r) contained in a complete residue system (mod Px_r), it follows

that each solution v of (8.11) gives rise to pSr distinct vt (mod Px~r). This

proves Case 2.

Case 3if<CK and i odd or r= —1). These cases are obviously insolvable.

One may specialize Theorem 11 to the case m = 0 to get

Corollary 5. The number of solutions ^i(p) of (8.7) is given by

(8.12) Up) = P"\l - Lit) + (y)£'(<)} ,

where r, L, L', p. have the usual meaning of §7.

This result checks with (8.8).

As a second verification of the results in the two previous sections, we

consider the case of sums of squares in a Galois field GFipn). This problem

was solved, in the case n = 1, by Jordan [15, Nos. 197-200] and later for ar-

bitrary n by Dickson [9, §§64-66]. We put X = 1 in Theorems 9, 10, 11, to get

Corollary 6. (Jordan-Dickson). // GFipf) is a Galois field isomorphic

with P(P), if oti, ■ • • , a, are nonzero elements of GFipJ), and if pGGFip*)

is arbitrary, then the number of solutions $,(p) of

(8.13) p = aiÍi+ ■ ■ ■ +a£

in GF(pi) is given, in case s = 2m, by

/V,/(2m-l)   _   o-A/Cm-l) (p jí Q)

(8.14) $2m(p) - V -
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where <r = 1 or —1 according as ( — l)mai ■ • • a2m is or is not a square of the

field; in case s = 2m +1,

,s   ... ipw + rp™! (p^O),
(8-15) *2m+l(p)   =    S    ,    , , -,

\p2mf (P = 0),

where r= +1 or —1 according as ( — l)m_1pai ■ ■ • a2m+i is or is not a square of

the field.

For a generalization of this corollary to the case of polynomials in a Galois

field see [4, Theorem 10; 5, Theorem 2] and for a second generalization in

case s = 2m [6, Theorem 8].

By taking/ = 0 in (6.6) and (7.10) we get formulas for the case (p, P) = l:

Corollary 7. If ai, • • • , a, are integers prime to P, then the number of

solutions ^j(p) of

(8.16) p =- aié + ■■■ + a¿ (mod p\ (p, P) = 1,

(8.17) Up) =   i1u

is given by

¿,/M2m-l)   _   apfi2n,\-\-m) (s   =   2m),

[p2m\f _|_  ,^m/(2X-l) (s   =   2f« +   1),

where a and r are defined by (6.1) and (7.7) respectively.

The solution of the problem in (8.16) was given by Minkowski [18, §4]

in the rational case, while a generalization to algebraic fields was carried

out by Klotz [16, p. 255]. Their formulas were given in the implicit form

of the following corollary, which one may verify with no trouble by (8.14),

(8.15), and (8.17):

Corollary 8 (Minkowski-Klotz). If$(p) represents the number of solu-

tions of (8.16), then

/o   ,01 ,x/  \ /(X-D(s-l)   1

(8.18) Up) = P Up)-
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